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Abstract
We study global log canonical thresholds of anticanonically embedded quasismooth weighted Fano three-
fold hypersurfaces having terminal quotient singularities to prove the existence of a Kähler–Einstein metric
on most of them, and to produce examples of Fano varieties with infinite discrete groups of birational
automorphisms.
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1. Introduction
Let X be a Fano variety1 of dimension n that has at most log terminal singularities.
Definition 1.1. The global log canonical threshold of the variety X is the number
lct(X) = sup
{
λ ∈ Q
∣∣∣∣ the log pair (X,λH) has log canonical singularitiesfor every effective Q-divisor H such that H ≡ −KX
}
 0.
It follows from [6,11,13] that the Fano variety X has an orbifold Kähler–Einstein metric in
the case when X has quotient singularities and the inequality lct(X) > n/(n+ 1) holds.2
E-mail address: i.cheltsov@ed.ac.uk.
1 We assume that all varieties are projective, normal, and defined over C.
2 The number lct(X) is an algebraic counterpart of the α-invariant introduced in [13].0001-8708/$ – see front matter © 2007 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
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Quasismooth anticanonically embedded weighted Fano threefold hypersurfaces with terminal
singularities are studied extensively in [2–5]. In this paper we prove the following result.
Theorem 1.3. Let X be a general quasismooth hypersurface in P(1, a1, . . . , a4) of de-
gree
∑4
i=1 ai having at most terminal singularities such that −K3X  1. Then lct(X) = 1.
The proof of Theorem 1.3 is algebro-geometric, but Theorem 1.3 implies the following result.
Corollary 1.4. With the assumptions of Theorem 1.3, the variety X has a Kähler–Einstein metric.
It follows from [5,12] that Theorem 1.3 also implies the following result (see Theorem 6.5).
Corollary 1.5. Let X1, . . . ,Xr be varieties that satisfy all hypotheses of Theorem 1.3. Then
Bir(X1 × · · · ×Xr) =
〈
r∏
i=1
Bir(Xi), Aut(X1 × · · · ×Xr)
〉
,
the variety X1 × · · · × Xr is non-rational, and for any dominant map ρ :X1 × · · · × Xr  Y
whose general fiber is rationally connected, there is a commutative diagram
X1 × · · · ×Xr
π
σ
X1 × · · · ×Xr
ρ
Xi1 × · · · ×Xik
ξ
Y,
where ξ and σ are birational maps, and π is a projection for some {i1, . . . , ik}  {1, . . . , r}.
Unlike those of dimension three, no Fano varieties of dimension four or higher having infi-
nite groups of birational automorphisms whose birational automorphisms are well understood
have been known so far. However, we can now easily obtain the following example.
Example 1.6. Let X be a general hypersurface in P(1,1,4,5,10) of degree 20. Then it immedi-
ately follows from [3,5] and Corollary 1.5 that there is an exact sequence of groups
1 −→
m∏
i=1
(Z2 ∗ Z2) −→ Bir(X × · · · ×X︸ ︷︷ ︸
m times
) −→ Sm −→ 1,
where Z2 ∗ Z2 is the infinite dihedral group.
The assertion of Theorem 1.3 may fail without the generality assumption.
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w2 = t3 + z9 + y18 + x18 ⊂ P(1,1,2,6,9) ∼= Proj(C[x, y, z, t,w]),
where wt(x) = wt(y) = 1, wt(z) = 2, wt(t) = 6, wt(w) = 9. The hypersurface X has terminal
quotient singularities, and −K3X = 1/6. Arguing as in the proof of Theorem 1.3, we see that
lct(X) = sup{λ ∈ Q ∣∣ the log pair (X,λD) is log canonical for every Weil divisor D ∈ |−KX|},
which easily implies that lct(X) = 17/18 by Lemma 8.12 and Proposition 8.14 in [9].
Nevertheless, the proof of Theorem 1.3 in [5] and the proof of Theorem 1.3 can also be used
to construct explicit examples of Fano threefolds to which Corollaries 1.4 and 1.5 can be applied.
Example 1.8. Let X be a hypersurface in P(1,2,2,3,7) of degree 14 given by the equation
w2 = t4z+ y7 − z7 + x14 ⊂ P(1,2,2,3,7) ∼= Proj(C[x, y, z, t,w]),
where wt(x) = 1, wt(y) = wt(z) = 2, wt(t) = 3, wt(w) = 7. The hypersurface X has terminal
quotient singularities, and −K3X = 1/6. Arguing as in the proof of Theorem 1.3, we see that
lct(X) = sup{λ ∈ Q ∣∣ the log pair (X,λD) is log canonical},
where D is the unique Weil divisor in |−KX|. Then lct(X) = 1 by Lemma 8.12 and Proposi-
tion 8.14 in [9]. The threefold X has a Kähler–Einstein metric, and the group Bir(X×X) is finite.
The proof of Theorem 1.3 is based on the results obtained in [2–5], but it is lengthy, because
the hypotheses of Theorem 1.3 are satisfied for general members of 90 out of 95 families of qua-
sismooth terminal anticanonically embedded weighted Fano threefold hypersurfaces (see [7]).
For the convenience of the reader, we organize this paper in the following way:
• we prove Theorem 1.3 in Section 2 omitting the proofs of Lemmas 2.3, 2.10, 2.11;
• we prove auxiliary technical Lemmas 2.3, 2.10, 2.11 in Sections 3, 4, 5, respectively;
• we consider one important generalization of Corollary 1.5 in Section 6.
2. The proof of main result
Let X be a general quasismooth hypersurface in P(1, a1, a2, a3, a4) of degree d =∑4i=1 ai
with terminal singularities, and let ג ∈ {1, . . . ,95} be the ordinal number of (a1, a2, a3, a4)
in the notation of Table 5 in [7], where a1  a2  a3  a4. Then −K3X  1 ⇔ ג 6.
We suppose that ג 6, but there is D ∈ |−nKX| such that (X, 1nD) is not log canonical, where
n is a natural number. Then to prove Theorem 1.3 it is enough to derive a contradiction, because
the class group of the hypersurface X is generated by the divisor −KX .
Remark 2.1. Let V be a variety, let B and B ′ be effective Q-Cartier Q-divisors on V such that
the singularities of the log pairs (V ,B) and (V ,B ′) are log canonical, and let α be a rational
number such that 0 α  1. Then the log pair (V ,αB + (1 − α)B ′) is log canonical.
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Lemma 2.2. The inequality n 
= 1 holds.
Proof. Suppose that n = 1. Then the log pair (X,D) is log canonical at every singular point of
the threefold X by Lemma 8.12 and Proposition 8.14 in [9]. Thus, the equality a1 = 1 holds,
because the linear system |−KX| consists of a single surface in the case when a1 
= 1.
The equality a1 = 1 holds for 36 values of ג ∈ {6,7, . . . ,95}, but all possible cases are very
similar. So for the sake of simplicity, we assume that ג = 14. Then there is a natural double cover
π :X → P(1,1,1,4) branched over a general hypersurface F ⊂ P(1,1,1,4) of degree 12.
Suppose that the singularities of the log pair (X,D) are not log canonical at some smooth
point P of the threefold X. Let us show that this assumption leads to a contradiction.
Put D¯ = π(D) and P¯ = π(P ). Counting parameters, we see that multP¯ (F |D¯) 2, which is a
contradiction, because (D¯, 12F |D¯) is not log canonical at P¯ by Lemma 8.12 in [9]. 
Lemma 2.3. The log pair (X, 1
n
D) is log canonical at smooth points of the threefold X.
Proof. See Section 3. 
Therefore, there is a singular point O of the threefold X such that (X, 1
n
D) is not canonical at
the point O . It follows from [7] that O is a singular point of type 1
r
(1, a, r − a), where a and r
are coprime natural numbers such that r > 2a − 1 (see Table 5 in [7] for the values of a and r).
Let α :U → X be a blow up of O with weights (1, a, r − a). Then
−K3U = −K3X −
1
r3
E3 = −K3X −
1
ra(r − a) =
∑4
i=1 ai
a1a2a3a4
− 1
ra(r − a) , (2.4)
where E is the exceptional divisor of α. There is a rational number μ such that
D¯ ≡ α∗(D)−μE ≡ −nKU + (n/r −μ)E
where D¯ is the proper transform of D on U . Then it follows from [8] that μ> n/r .
Lemma 2.5. The inequality −K3U  0 holds.
Proof. Suppose that −K3U < 0. Let C be a curve in E. Then the curve C generates an extremal
ray of the cone NE(U). Moreover, it follows from Corollary 5.4.6 in [5] that there is an irre-
ducible curve Γ ⊂ U such that Γ generates the extremal ray of NE(U) that is different from
R0C, and
Γ ≡ −KU · (−bKU + cE),
where b > 0 and c 0 are integers (see Remark 5.4.7 in [5]).
Let T be a divisor in |−KU |. Then D¯ · T is effective, because D¯ 
= T . However we have
D¯ · T ≡ −KU ·
(−nKU + (n/r −μ)E) /∈ NE(U),
because μ> n/r , b > 0, and c 0. So we have a contradiction. 
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Lemma 2.6. The inequality −K3U 
= 0 holds.
Proof. Firstly, suppose that −K3U = 0 and ג 
= 82. Then the linear system |−rKU | does not have
base points for r  0 and induces a morphism η :U → P(1, a1, a2) such that the diagram
U
α η
X
ψ
P(1, a1, a2)
is commutative, where ψ is a natural projection. The morphism η is an elliptic fibration. Thus
D¯ ·C = −nKU ·C + (n/r −μ)E ·C = (n/r −μ)E ·C < 0,
where C is a general fiber of η, which is a contradiction.
Suppose that −K3U = 0 and ג = 82. Then X is a hypersurface in P(1,1,5,12,18) of de-
gree 36, whose singularities consist of two points P and Q of types 15 (1,2,3) and
1
6 (1,1,5),
respectively.
We see that either P = O , or Q = O . The hypersurface X can be given by the equation
z7y +
6∑
i=0
zif36−5i (x, y, z, t) = 0 ⊂ P(1,1,5,12,18) ∼= Proj
(
C[x, y, z, t,w]),
where wt(x) = wt(y) = 1, wt(z) = 5, wt(t) = 12, wt(w) = 18, and fi is a quasihomogeneous
polynomial of degree i. Then P is given by the equations x = z = t = w = 0.
Suppose that Q = O . Then the linear system |−rKU | has no base points for r  0, which
leads to a contradiction as in the case when ג 
= 82. So we see that P = O .
Let S¯ be the proper transform on U of the surface that is cut out on X by y = 0. Then
S¯ ≡ α∗(−KX)− 65E,
and the base locus of the pencil |−KU | consists of two irreducible curves L and C such that
the curve L is contained in the α-exceptional surface E, and the curve π(C) is the unique base
curve of the pencil |−KX|. Then −KU ·C = −1/6 and −KU ·L> 0. We have μ n/5 due to
n/5 −μ = (−KU + α∗(−5KX)) · S¯ · D¯  0,
because it follows from Lemma 8.12 and Proposition 8.14 in [9] that D¯ 
= S¯. However we know
that the inequality μ> n/5 holds by [8]. So again we have a contradiction. 
Thus, taking into account the equality (2.4) and possible values of (a1, a2, a3, a4), we see that
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by Lemma 2.6. So the assertion of Theorem 1.3 is proved for 32 values of (a1, a2, a3, a4).
Lemma 2.7. The groups Bir(X) and Aut(X) do not coincide.
Proof. Suppose that Bir(X) = Aut(X). Let S¯ be a general surface in |−KU |. Then it follows
from Lemma 5.4.5 in [5] that there is an irreducible surface T¯ ⊂ U such that
• the equivalence T¯ ∼ cS¯ − bE holds, where c 1 and b 1 are natural numbers,
• the scheme-theoretic intersection T¯ · S¯ is an irreducible and reduced curve Γ ,
• the curve Γ generates an extremal ray of the cone NE(U).
The surface T¯ is easy to construct explicitly (see [5]), and the possible values for the natural
numbers c and b can be found in [5]. The surface T¯ is determined uniquely by the point O .
Put T = α(T¯ ). Then it follows from Lemma 8.12 and Proposition 8.14 in [9] that the singu-
larities of the log pair (X, 1
c
T ) are log canonical. Therefore, we have D 
= T .
Let P be the pencil generated by the effective divisors nT and cD. Then the singularities of
the log pair (X, 1
cn
P) are not canonical, which is impossible due to [5]. 
It follows from [5] and Lemma 2.7 that ג /∈ {21,29,35,50,51,55,62,63,67,71,77,82,83,
85,91}.
Lemma 2.8. The divisor −KU is nef.
Proof. Suppose that −KU is not nef. Then it follows from [5] that ג = 47 and O is a singular
point of type 15 (1,2,3). The hypersurface X can be given by the equation
z4y +
3∑
i=0
zif21−5i (x, y,w, t) = 0 ⊂ P(1,1,5,7,8) ∼= Proj
(
C[x, y, z, t,w]),
where wt(x) = wt(y) = 1, wt(z) = 5, wt(t) = 7, wt(w) = 8, and fi is a general quasihomogene-
ous polynomial of degree i. Let S be the surface on X that is cut out by the equation y = 0, and
S¯ be the proper transform of the surface S on the threefold U . Then
S¯ ≡ α∗(−KX)− 65E,
but the divisor −3KU + α∗(−5KX) is nef (see [2]). Thus, the inequality μ n/5 holds due to
n/5 −μ = 1
3
(−3KU + α∗(−5KX)) · S¯ · D¯  0,
because D 
= S. However we know that μ> n/5. So we have a contradiction. 
Thus, the divisor −KU is nef and big, because −K3 > 0 by Lemmas 2.5 and 2.6.U
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Proof. We only consider the case when ג = 58 and O is a singular point of type 110 (1,3,7),
because the proof is similar in all other cases (cf. Lemma 5.1). Then X can be given by
w2z+wf14(x, y, z, t)+ f24(x, y, z, t) = 0 ⊂ P(1,3,4,7,10) ∼= Proj
(
C[x, y, z, t,w]),
where wt(x) = 1, wt(y) = 3, wt(z) = 4, wt(t) = 7, wt(w) = 10, and fi is a quasihomogeneous
polynomial of degree i. Let R be the surface on X that is cut out by z = 0, and R¯ be the proper
transform of the surface R on the threefold U . Then
R¯ ≡ α∗(−4KX)− 75E,
and (X, 14R) is log canonical at O by Lemma 8.12 and Proposition 8.14 in [9]. Then R 
= D and
0−KU · R¯ · D¯ = 4n/35 − 2μ/3,
because −KU is nef. Thus, we have μ 6n/35, which implies that μ/n− 1/10 < 1. 
So the log pair (U, 1
n
D¯ + (μ/n− 1/r)E) is not log canonical at some point P ∈ E, because
KU + 1
n
D¯ ≡ α∗
(
KX + 1
n
D
)
+ (1/r −μ/n)E.
Lemma 2.10. The threefold U is smooth at the point P .
Proof. See Section 4. 
Thus, the inequality multP (D¯) > n+ n/r −μ holds. But it follows from [5] that
• either d = 2r + aj for some j , and there is a quadratic involution τ ∈ Bir(X) induced by O ,
• or d = 3r + aj for some j , and there is an elliptic involution τ ∈ Bir(X) induced by O ,
where d =∑4i=1 ai .
Lemma 2.11. The inequality d 
= 2r + aj holds for every j ∈ {1,2,3,4}.
Proof. See Section 5. 
Thus, it follows from [5] that there is j ∈ {1,2,3,4} such that d = 3r + aj .
Remark 2.12. Let V be a threefold with isolated singularities, let B 
= T be effective irreducible
divisors on the threefold V , and let H be a nef divisor on the threefold V . Put
B · T =
r∑
iLi +Δ,
i=1
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whose support does not contain the curves L1, . . . ,Lr . Then
∑r
i=1 iH ·Li  B · T ·H .
It follows from Lemma 2.11 that ג ∈ {7,20,23,36,40,44,61,76} (see [5]).
Lemma 2.13. The case ג ∈ {7,20,36} is impossible.
Proof. Suppose that ג ∈ {7,20,36}. Then a1 = 1, and it follows from Lemma 2.11 that
O is a singular point of type 1
a2
(1,1, a2 − 1). Then |−rKU | induces a birational morphism
σ :U → V such that σ contracts smooth rational curves C1, . . . ,Cl , and V is a hypersurface in
P(1,1, a3,2a4,3a4) of degree 6a4, where l = d(d − a4)/a3. Let T be the surface in |−KU | that
contains P .
Suppose that P /∈⋃li=1 Ci . Then it follows from the proof of Theorem 5.6.2 in [5] that there
are natural number s > 0 and a surface H ∈ |−s2a4KU | such that
s2a4
(−nK3X −μ/(a2 − 1))= D¯ · T ·H multP (D¯)s > (n+ n/a2 −μ)s,
which is impossible, because μ> n/a2. So we may assume that P ∈ C1.
Put D¯ ·T = mC1 +Δ, where m is a non-negative integer, and Δ is an effective cycle such that
the support of Δ does not contain the curve C1. The curve C1 is a smooth rational curve such
that α∗(−KX) ·C1 = 2/a2 and E ·C1 = 2.
It follows from [5] that there is a surface R ∈ |−a3KU | such that R contains C1, but R does
not contain components of the cycle Δ passing through the point P . Then
a3
(−nK3X −μ/(a2 − 1))= R ·ΔmultP (Δ) > n+ n/a2 −μ−m,
which implies that m> a3n/a4, because μ> n/a2. Therefore, we have
a3n/a4 <m
−dnKX · α(C1)
a1a2a3a4
= dn
2a1a3a4
by Remark 2.12, because −KX · α(C1) = 2/a2. The inequalities just obtained imply that ג = 7.
Let ψ :X  P(1, a1, a2) be a natural projection. The fiber of ψ over ψ(P ) consists of two
irreducible components, and one of them is C1. Let Z be the other component of this fiber. Then
C21 = −2, C1 ·Z = 2, Z2 = −4/3
on the surface T . Put Δ = m¯Z + Ω , where m¯ is a non-negative integer and Ω is an effective
one-cycle whose support does not contain the curve Z. Then
4n/3 − 2μ− 5m¯/3 = (Z +C1) ·Ω > 3n/2 −μ−m,
and 4m¯/3  2m − 5n/6, because Ω · Z  0. The inequalities just obtained immediately imply
that the inequality μ n/2 holds. So we have a contradiction, because μ> n/2. 
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where r = a3 > 2a and 1  j  2. Then X has a singular point Q of type 1r¯ (1, a¯, r¯ − a¯) such
that
−K3X =
1
ra(r − a) +
1
r¯ a¯(r¯ − a¯) ,
where r¯ = a4 > 2a¯ and a¯ ∈ N. It follows from [5] that there is a commutative diagram
U
σ
α
W
γ
η
X
ψ
V P(1, a1, a2,2a4,3a4) χ P(1, a1, a2,2a4) ξ P(1, a1, a2),
where ξ , χ , ψ are projections, η is an elliptic fibration, γ is a weighted blow up of a point that
dominates the point Q with weights (1, a¯, r¯ − a¯), and σ is a birational morphism that contracts
smooth curves C1, . . . ,Cl such that V is a hypersurface in P(1, a1, a2,2a4,3a4) of degree 6a4,
where l = d(d − a4)/(a1a2). Let L be a curve in |OP(1,a,r−a)(1)|, where E ∼= P(1, a, r − a).
Lemma 2.14. Suppose that P /∈ L. Then μ> na(r + 1)/(r2 + ar).
Proof. There is a unique curve C ∈ |OP(1,a,r−a)(a)| such that P ∈ C. Put D¯|E = δC+Υ ≡ rμL,
where δ is a non-negative integer and Υ is an effective cycle such that C 
⊂ Supp(Υ ). Then
(rμ− aδ)/(r − a) = (rμ− aδ)L ·C = C · Υ multP (Υ ) > n+ n/r −μ− δ,
which implies that μ> na(r + 1)/(r2 + ar), because δ  rμ/a. 
Let T be a surface in |−KU |. Then −KU ·T · D¯  0, which implies that μ−na(r − a)K3X .
Lemma 2.15. The point P is not contained in the surface T .
Proof. Suppose that P is contained in the surface T . Then P is not contained in the base locus
of the pencil |−a1KU |, because the base locus of the pencil |−a1KU | does not contain smooth
points of the surface E. The point P is not contained in the union
⋃l
i=1 Ci , because P ∈ T .
The proof of Theorem 5.6.2 in [5] implies the existence of a surface H ∈ |−s2a1a4KU | such
that
s2a1a4
(−nK3X −μ/a2)= D¯ ·H · T multP (D¯)s > (n+ n/r −μ)s,
where s is a natural number, which is impossible, because μ> n/r . 
We have T |E ∼ OP(1,a,r−a)(1). Taking into account that ג ∈ {7,20,23,36,40,44,61,76},
we see that ג ∈ {23,44} by Lemmas 2.14 and 2.15, because μ−na(r − a)K3 .X
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= S, because μ> n/r .
Lemma 2.16. The point P is contained in
⋃l
i=1 Ci .
Proof. Suppose that P /∈⋃li=1 Ci . Then the proof of Theorem 5.6.2 in [5] implies that
s2a1a4
(−nK3X −μ/a2)= D¯ ·H · S multP (D¯)s > (n+ n/r −μ)s
for some s ∈ N and a surface H ∈ |−s2a4KU |, which is impossible, because μ> n/r . 
We may assume that P ∈ C1. Put D¯ · S = mC1 + Δ, where m is a non-negative integer,
and Δ is an effective cycle whose support does not contain C1. Then it follows from Remark 2.12
that the inequality m nd/(a2d − a2a3) holds, because −KX · α(C1) = (d − a3)/(a3a4).
It follows from the proof of Theorem 5.6.2 in [5] that there is R ∈ |−s2a4KU | such that
s2a1a4
(−nK3X −μ/a2)= R ·ΔmultP (Δ)s > s(n+ n/r −μ−m),
where s ∈ N. However we have m nd/(a2d − a2a3), which implies that ג = 23.
Therefore, we proved that X is a hypersurface P(1,2,3,4,5) of degree 14 and O is a singular
point of type 14 (1,1,3). Let M be a general surface in the linear system |−3KX| that passes
through the point P . Then S ·M = C1 +Z1, where Z1 is a curve such that −KU ·Z1 = 1/5. Put
D¯ · S = mC1 + m¯Z1 +Υ,
where m¯ is a non-negative integer, and Υ is an effective cycle, whose support does not contain
the curves C1 and Z1. Then m< 7n/15 by Remark 2.12. But μ> n/4 and
7n/10 − 6μ/3 − 3m¯/5 = M ·Υ multP (Υ ) > 5n/4 −μ−m,
because P /∈ Z1. The inequality obtained implies a contradiction.
Therefore, the assertion of Theorem 1.3 is completely proved.
3. Non-singular points
In this section we prove the assertion of Lemma 2.3. Let us use the assumptions and notation
of Lemma 2.3. Take an arbitrary smooth point P of the threefold X.
Lemma 3.1. Suppose that a4 divides d , a1 
= a2, and −a2a3K3X  1. Then multP (D) n.
Proof. Suppose that multP (D) > n. Let L be the base curve of |−a1KX|, and T be a surface in
the linear system |−KX|. Then D · T is an effective one-cycle, and multP (L) = 1.
Suppose that P ∈ L. Let R be a general surface in |−a1KX|. Put D · T = mL +Δ, where m
is non-negative integer, and Δ is an effective cycle whose support does not contain L. Then
−a1(n− a1m)K3X = D · T ·R −mR ·L = R ·ΔmultP (Δ) > n−m,
which is impossible, because −a1K3  1. Thus, we see that P /∈ L.X
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ns −sa1a3nK3X = D · S · T multP (D)s > ns
for some s ∈ N and some surface S ∈ |−sa1a3KX|. Hence, we see that P /∈ T .
Let G be a general surface in |−a2KX| that contains P . Then G ·D is an effective cycle, but
it follows from Theorem 5.6.2 in [5] that there are s ∈ N and H ∈ |−sa3KX| such that
ns −sa2a3nK3X = D ·H ·GmultP (D)s > ns,
because −a2a3K3X  1. So we have a contradiction. 
Lemma 3.2. Suppose that a4 divides d , 1 = a1 
= a2, and −a3K3X  1. Then multP (D) n.
Proof. Suppose that multP (D) > n. Arguing as in the proof of Lemma 3.1, we see that P is not
contained in the base curve of the pencil |−KX|.
Let T be a general surface in |−KX| that contains P . Then Theorem 5.6.2 in [5] implies that
there are s ∈ N and S ∈ |−sa3KX| such that ns −sa3nK3X = D ·S ·T multP (D)s > ns. 
Lemma 3.3. Suppose that a1 
= a2 and −a1a4K3X  1. Then multP (D) n.
Proof. Suppose that multP (D) > n. The proof of Lemma 3.2 implies that a1 
= 1. Arguing as in
the proof of Lemma 3.1, we see that P is not contained in the unique surface of |−KX|.
Let S be a surface in |−a1KX| that contains P . Then we may assume that multP (S)  a1,
because P /∈ T and X is sufficiently general. Thus, we have S 
= D.
It follows from Theorem 5.6.2 in [5] that there are s ∈ N and H ∈ |−sa4KX| such that H has
multiplicity at least s > 0 at P and contains no components of D · S passing through P . Then
ns −sa1a4nK3X = D · S ·H multP (D)s > ns,
because −a1a4K3X  1. So we have a contradiction. 
Taking into account the possible values of (a1, a2, a3, a4), we see that multP (D) n for
ג /∈ {6,7,8,9,10,12,13,14,16,18,19,20,22,23,24,25,32,33,38}
by Lemmas 3.1–3.3. The log pair (X, 1
n
D) is log canonical at P if multP (D) n (see [9]).
Lemma 3.4. Suppose that ג = 18. Then (X, 1
n
D) is log canonical at P .
Proof. Suppose that the log pair (X, 1
n
D) is log canonical at the point P . Let us show that this
assumption leads to a contradiction. Note that the inequality multP (D) > n holds.
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of six points of type 12 (1,1,1), and a point O of type
1
5 (1,2,3). It follows from [2] that the
diagram
U
α
W
β
η
X
ψ
P(1,2,2)
commutes, where α is a weighted blow up of the point O with weights (1,2,3), β is a weighted
blow up with weights (1,1,3) of a singular point of type 13 (1,1,2), and η is an elliptic fibration.
Let C be a fiber of the projection ψ that passes through the point P , and L be its irreducible
reduced component. We have −KX ·C = 4/5. But the number −5KX ·L is natural if L contains
no points of type 12 (1,1,1). Then C = 2L whenever C contains a point of type 12 (1,1,1).
Let T be the surface in |−KX|, and let S and S` be general surfaces in |−2KX| that passes
through the point P . Then S and S` are irreducible and S ⊃ L ⊂ S`, but S 
= D 
= S`.
Suppose now that L is contained in T . Then C = 2L and −KX ·L = 2/5, but the singularities
of the curve L consists of at most double points. Put D|T = mL+Υ , where m is a non-negative
integer, and Υ is an effective cycle whose support does not contain L. Then
2n/5 − 4m/5 = S ·Υ multP (Υ )multP (D)− multP (L) > n− 2m,
which implies that m> n/2. But m n/2 by Remark 2.12, which implies that L 
⊂ T .
Suppose that C = L. Then multP (L)  2. Put D · S` = m`C + Υ` , where m` is a non-negative
integer and Υ` is an effective cycle whose support does not contain C. Then
4n/5 − 8m`/5 = S · Υ` multP (Υ` ) > n− 2m,
which implies that m> n/2. But m n/2 by Remark 2.12, which implies that C 
= L.
The curve L does not pass through a point of type 12 (1,1,1), and it follows from the generality
of the threefold X that C = L+Z, where Z is an irreducible curve such that Z 
= L.
Put D|S = mLL+mZZ+Ω , where mL and mZ are non-negative integers and Ω is an effec-
tive cycle whose support does not contain L and Z. We may assume that −KX · L−KX · Z,
which implies that either −KX ·L = 1/5 and −KX ·Z = 3/5, or −KX ·L = −KX ·Z = 2/5.
Suppose that −KX ·L = 2/5. Then L and Z are smooth outside of O , and
4n/5 − 4mL/5 − 4mZ/5 = S`|S ·Ω multP (Ω) > n−mL −mC,
which implies that mL +mC > n. But mL +mC  n by Remark 2.12.
Thus, we have −KX ·L = 1/5. The hypersurface X can be given by an equation
w2z +wg(x, y, z, t)+ h(x, y, z, t) = 0 ⊂ P(1,2,2,3,5) ∼= Proj(C[x, y, z, t,w]),
where wt(x) = 1, wt(y) = wt(z) = 2, wt(t) = 3, wt(w) = 5, and g and h are quasihomogeneous
polynomials of degree 7 and 12, respectively.
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transforms of R and L on U , respectively. Then R¯ · L¯ < 0, which implies that L ⊂ R ⊃ Z, and
the curve L is contracted by the projection X  P(1,2,2,3) to a point.
Let Z¯ be the proper transform of the curve Z on the threefold U , let π : R¯ → R be a birational
morphism induced by α, and let E¯ be the curve on the surface R¯ that is contracted by π . Then
L¯2 = −1, L¯ · Z¯ = L¯ · E¯ = 1, Z¯2 = −1/3, E¯2 = −35/6, Z¯ · E¯ = 4/3
on the surface R¯, which implies that L2 = −29/35, L ·Z = 43/35, Z2 = −1/35 on the surface R.
Suppose that P ∈ L∩Z. Then mL + 3mC  5n by Remark 2.12, but
n/5 + 29mL/35 − 43mZ/35 = Ω ·L> n−mL −mZ,
2n/5 − 43mL/35 +mZ/35 = Ω ·Z > n−mL −mZ,
which leads to a contradiction. Hence, either L  P /∈ Z, or Z  P /∈ L.
Suppose that Z  P /∈ L. Then Ω ·Z > n−mZ and Ω ·L 0, which implies a contradiction.
Thus, we see that L  P /∈ Z. Then we have
n/5 + 29mL/35 − 43mZ/35 = Ω ·L> n−mL,
2n/5 − 43mL/35 +mZ/35 = Ω ·Z  0,
which implies that mL < n. Now it follows from Theorem 7.5 in [9] that the log pair(
R,L+ mC
n
C + 1
n
Ω
)
is not log canonical at the point P . Then multP (Ω|L) > n by Theorem 7.5 in [9], which implies
that the inequality Ω ·L> n holds. The inequality Ω ·L> n leads to a contradiction. 
Lemma 3.5. Suppose that ג = 6. Then multP (D) n.
Proof. Suppose that multP (D) > n. It follows from [2] that the threefold X has two quotient
singular points O1 and O2 of type 12 (1,1,1) such that there is a commutative diagram
U
σ
α
Y
γ
η
V
ω
X
ξ ψ
P(1,1,1,4)
χ
P(1,1,1),
where ξ , ψ and χ are projections, α is a blow up of O1 with weights (1,1,1), γ is a blow up
with weights (1,1,1) of the point that dominates O2, η is an elliptic fibration, ω is a double
cover, and σ is a birational morphism that contracts 48 irreducible curves C1, . . . ,C48.
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the point ψ(Ci). Put Z¯i = α(Zi) and C¯i = α(Ci). Let L be a fiber of the projection ψ that passes
through the point P , and let T1 and T2 be general surfaces in |−KX| that contain P .
Suppose that L is irreducible. Put D ·T1 = mL+Υ , where m is non-negative integer and Υ is
an effective cycle whose support does not contain L. Then m n by Remark 2.12. But
n−m = D · T1 · T2 −mT2 ·L = T2 ·ΔmultP (Δ) > n−mmultP (L),
which implies that L is singular at the point P . Then there is a surface T ∈ |−KX| that is singular
at the point P . Let S is a general surface in |−2KX| that contains P . Then
2n = D · T · S multP (D · T ) > 2n,
which is a contradiction. Hence, the curve L is reducible.
We have L = C¯i ∪ Z¯i . Put D|T1 = m1C¯i + m2Z¯i + Δ, where m1 and m2 are non-negative
integers and Δ is an effective cycle whose support does not contain C¯i and Z¯i .
In the case when P ∈ C¯i ∩ Z¯i , there is T ∈ |−KX| such that T singular at P , and we can
obtain a contradiction as above. So we may assume that P ∈ C¯i and P /∈ Z¯i . Arguing as in the
proof of Lemma 3.4, we see that
n− 3m1/2 +m2 = C¯i ·Δ> n,
because C¯i is smooth. But we have
0Δ · Z¯i = n/2 −m1C¯i · Z¯i −m2Z¯2i = n/2 − 2m1 + 3m2/2 < n/2 −m1/2,
which easily leads to a contradiction. 
Arguing as in the proofs of Lemmas 3.4 and 3.5, we see that (X, 1
n
D) is log canonical at P for
ג ∈ {7,8,9,10,12,13,14,16,19,20,22,23,24,25,32,33,38},
which completes the proof Lemma 2.3.
4. Singular points
In this section we prove the assertion of Lemma 2.10. Let us use the assumptions and notation
of Lemma 2.10. Suppose that P is a singular point of U . Let us derive a contradiction.
The point P is a singular point of type 1
r¯
(1, a¯, r¯ − a¯), where a¯ and r¯ are coprime natural
numbers such that r¯ > 2a¯. Let β :W → U be a blow up of P with weights (1, a¯, r¯ − a¯). Then
−K3W = −K3X −
1
ra(r − a) −
1
r¯ a¯(r¯ − a¯) .
Let D˘ be the proper transform of D on W . There is a rational number ν such that
D˘ ≡ (α ◦ β)∗(−nKX)−μβ∗(E)− νG,
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KW + 1
n
D˘ + (μ/n− 1/r)E˘ ≡ β∗
(
KU + 1
n
D¯ + (μ/n− 1/r)E
)
− G ≡ −G,
where E˘ is a proper transform of E on the threefold W , and  ∈ Q. Then  > 0 due to [8].
Lemma 4.1. The inequality −K3W 
= 0 holds.
Proof. Suppose that −K3W = 0. Then it follows from [2] that the linear system |−rKW | induces
an elliptic fibration η :W → Y for r  0. Then 0 D˘ ·C = −G · C < 0, where C is a general
fiber of the elliptic fibration η. So we have a contradiction. 
Thus, it follows from [2] that either −K3W < 0, or −KW is nef and big.
Lemma 4.2. Suppose that −K3W < 0. Then −KW is not big.
Proof. Suppose that −KW is big. Then it follows from [2] that we have the following possibili-
ties:
• the equality ג = 25 holds, and O is a singular point of type 17 (1,3,4);
• the equality ג = 43 holds, and O is a singular point of type 19 (1,4,5);
but both cases are similar. So we assume that ג = 43. Then −KW − 4β∗(KU) is nef (see [2]),
and there is a surface H in the linear system |−2KX| such that
H˘ ≡ (α ◦ β)∗(−2KX)− 119 β
∗(E)− 3
2
G,
where H˘ is a proper transform of the surface H on the threefold W . Thus, we have
0 H˘ · D˘ · (−KW − 4β∗(KU))= 5n/9 − 11μ/4 − ν,
which is impossible, because ν − n/3 + 3μ/4 = n > 0 and μ> n/9. 
Let T be a surface in |−KX|, and P be the pencil generated by the divisors nT and D. Then
B ≡ −nKW ≡ (α ◦ β)∗(−nKX)− n
r
β∗(E)− n
r¯
G, (4.3)
where B is the proper transforms of the pencil P on the threefold W .
Lemma 4.4. The divisor −KW is nef and big.
Proof. Suppose that the divisor −KW is not nef and big. Then −K3W < 0, but −KW is not big
by Lemma 4.2. Then the equivalence (4.3) almost uniquely determines3 the pencil P due to [4].
3 For example, it follows from [4] that the equivalence (4.3) implies that n = 1 in the case when a1 = 1.
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gular point of type 1
a4
(1, a1, a3), and X can be given by an equation
w2z+wf (x, y, z, t)+ g(x, y, z, t) = 0 ⊂ P(1, a1, a2, a3, a4) ∼= Proj
(
C[x, y, z, t,w]),
where wt(x) = 1, wt(y) = a1, wt(z) = a2, wt(t) = a3, wt(w) = a4, and f and g are polynomials.
Let S be a surface that is cut out on the threefold X by z = 0, and M be a pencil generated
by the divisors a2T and S. Then it follows from [4] that either P =M, or P = |−a1KX|.
Suppose that P = |−a1KX|. Then μ = n/a1, which is impossible, because μ> n/a4.
We see that P =M. Let M be a divisor inM, and M¯ be its proper transform on U . Then
M¯ ≡ α∗(M)− a3
a4
E
in the case when M 
= S, but μ > n/a4. Thus, we see that D = S, but (X, 1a2 S) is log canonical
at the point O by Lemma 8.12 and Proposition 8.14 in [9], which is a contradiction. 
Taking into account the possible values of (a1, a2, a3, a4), we see that
ג ∈ {8,12,13,16,20,24,25,26,31,33,36,38,46,47,48,54,56,58,65,74,79}
by Lemmas 4.1, 4.2 and 4.4 (see [2]).
Lemma 4.5. The case ג /∈ {12,13,20,25,31,33,38,58} is impossible.
Proof. Suppose that ג /∈ {12,13,20,25,31,33,38,58}. Then r = a4, r − a = a3, r¯ = r − a,
a¯ = a, and n = ν − (r¯ − a¯)(n/r − μ)/r¯ − n/r¯ . We may assume that ג 
= 24, because the case
ג = 24 can be considered in a similar way. Then X can be given by the equation
w2z+wf (x, y, z, t)+ g(x, y, z, t) = 0 ⊂ P(1, a1, a2, a3, a4) ∼= Proj
(
C[x, y, z, t,w]),
where wt(x) = 1, wt(y) = a, wt(z) = d − 2a4, wt(t) = a3, wt(w) = a4, the point O is given by
the equations x = y = z = t = 0, and f and g are quasihomogeneous polynomials. Then
R˘ ≡ (α ◦ β)∗(−a2KX)− d − r
r
β∗(E)− r¯ − a¯
r¯
G,
where R˘ is a proper transform on W of the surface cut out on X by z = 0. Then D˘ 
= R˘, and
n
∑4
i=1 ai
a1a3a4
− μ(d − r)
a(r − a) −
ν(r¯ − a¯)
a¯(r¯ − a¯) = −KW · D˘ · R˘  0,
which implies that μ< n/r , because  > 0. However we know that μ> n/r . 
So, the divisor −KW is nef and big, and ג ∈ {12,13,20,25,31,33,38,58}, which implies
that
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= a3,
n = ν + (r − 2a)μ/(r − a)− 2n/r
due to [2]. Then W has a singular point P¯ 
= P of type 1
r¯
(1, a¯, r¯ − a¯) such that the diagram
U
α
W
β
V
γ
η
X
ψ
P(1, a1, a2)
commutes, where ψ is a natural projection, γ be a blow up of the point P¯ with weights
(1, a¯, r¯ − a¯), and η is an elliptic fibration. Let F be the exceptional divisor of γ , and G¯ be
the proper transform of the divisor G on the threefold V . Then F and G¯ are sections of η, and
G / P¯ /∈ E˘.
It follows from the inequality −KW · D˘  0 and the proof of Lemma 2.9 that  < 1, which
implies that the log pair (W, 1
n
D˘ + (μ/n − 1/r)E˘ + G) is not log canonical at some point
Q ∈ G.
Lemma 4.6. The threefold W is smooth at the point Q.
Proof. Suppose that W is singular at the point Q. Then Q is a singular point of type
1
r˘
(1,1, r˘ − 1), where either r˘ = r¯ − a¯, or r˘ = a¯ 
= 1. Let ω : W˘ → W be a blow up of Q with
weights (1,1, r˘ − 1), and H be the proper transform of P on W˘ . Then it follows from [8] that
H≡ −nK
W˘
, which implies that n = rμ = a1 due to [4]. However we know that μ> n/r . 
Thus, it follows from Lemma 4.6 that multQ(D˘) > n− n − (μ− n/r)multQ(E˘).
Lemma 4.7. There is a surface T ∈ |−KW | such that Q ∈ T .
Proof. The existence of a surface T ∈ |−KW | that passes through the point Q is obvious in
the case when a1 = 1. Thus, we may assume that a1 
= 1. Then ג ∈ {33,38,58}, but we consider
only the case ג = 38, because the cases ג = 33 and ג = 58 can be considered in a similar way.
Suppose that ג = 38. Then there is a unique surface T ∈ |−KW |. Suppose that Q /∈ T .
Arguing as in the proof of Lemma 2.14, we see that multQ(D˘) (a1 + a2)ν/a1. Then
ν
a1 + a2
a1
> n− (μ− n/7)− (ν + 3μ/5 − 2n/7),
but multQ(D˘) > n+ n/r −μ− n. Thus, we have μ> 55n/56 − 5ν/2.
The inequality −KW · D˘  0 and the proof of Lemma 2.9 imply that ν  10μ/7 and μ 
9n/40, respectively. The hypersurface X can be given by the equation
w2y +w(t2 + tf5(x, y, z)+ f10(x, y, z))+ tf13(x, y, z)+ f18(x, y, z)
= 0 ⊂ Proj(C[x, y, z, t,w]),
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geneous polynomial of degree i. Let S˘ be the proper transform on the threefold W of the surface
that is cut out on X by the equation wy + (t2 + tf5(x, y, z)+ f10(x, y, z)) = 0. Then
S˘ ≡ (α ◦ β)∗(−10KX)− 188 β
∗(E)− 13
5
G,
but S˘ 
= D˘. The divisor −KW is nef. Hence, we have
0−KW · D˘ · S˘ = 3n/4 − 6μ/5 − 13ν/6,
but ν  8μ/5, which implies ν  9n/35. Now we can easily obtain a contradiction. 
It follows from [2] that |−rKW | does not have base points for r  0 and induces a birational
morphism ω :W → W¯ such that W¯ is a hypersurface in P(1, a1, a2,2a3,3a3) of degree 6a3.
Lemma 4.8. The morphism ω is not an isomorphism in a neighborhood of the point Q.
Proof. Suppose that ω is an isomorphism in a neighborhood of the point Q. Then it follows
from the proof of Theorem 5.6.2 in [5] that there is R ∈ |−s2a1a3KW | such that multQ(R) s,
but R does not contain components of the cycle D˘ · S that pass through Q, where s ∈ N. Then
s2a3
(−na1K3X −μ/a3 − ν/a2)= R · D˘ · T multQ(D˘ · T )s
>
(
n− ν −μ(a3 − a1)/a3 + 2n/a4
)
s,
because Q /∈ E˘. Now we can derive a contradiction using n = ν + (a3 − a1)μ/a3 −
2n/a4 > 0. 
It follows from Lemma 4.8 that there is a unique curve C ⊂ W that contains Q such that
−KW ·C = 0, β∗(−KU) ·C = 1/a4, C ·G = 1,
which implies that ג /∈ {33,38,58} by Lemma 4.7. Hence, we have ג ∈ {12,13,20,25,31}.
Put D˘ · T = mC + Ω , where m is a non-negative integer, and Ω is an effective one-cycle,
whose support does not contain the curve C. Then it follows from Remark 2.12 that
m 5n/4 −μ, m 11n/15 −μ/2, m 13n/15 −μ,
m 5n/7 −μ/3, m 2n/3 −μ
in the case when ג = 12,13,20,25,31, respectively. Recall that G¯ is a section of η.
Let H be a pencil in |−a2KW | of surfaces passing through the point Q, and H be a general
surface in H. Then C is the only curve in the base locus of H that passes through Q. Then
−na2K3X − a2μ/(a1a3)− ν/a1 = H ·Ω multQ(Ω) > n− ν −μ(a3 − a1)/a3 + 2n/a4 −m,
which immediately implies that either ג = 12, or ג = 13.
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= 12 holds.
Proof. Suppose that ג = 12. Let R be a sufficiently general surface in |−2KW | that contains
the point Q. Then R|T = C +L+Z, where L = G|T , the curve Z is reduced, and P /∈ β(Z).
Suppose that Z is irreducible. Then Z2 = −4/3, C2 = −2, L2 = −3/2 on the surface T . Put
D˘|T = mCC +mLL+mZZ + Υ,
where mC , mL and mZ are non-negative integers, and Υ is an effective one-cycle, whose support
does not contain the curve C, L and Z.
Suppose that Q /∈ E˘. Then mC > 2n/3 −mZ/3, because
5n/6 − 2μ/3 − ν = R · D˘ · T = mL +mZ/3 +R ·Υ
>mL +mZ/3 + 3n/2 − ν − 2μ/3 −mL −mC,
but 4mZ/3 2mC − n/3, because Υ ·Z  0. Thus, we have
mC > 2n/3 +mZ/3 7n/12 +mC/2,
which gives mC > 7n/6, but mC  5n/6 by Remark 2.12, because −KX · α ◦ β(C) = 5/6.
Thus, we see that Q ∈ E˘. Then C ⊂ E˘ and β(C) ∈ |OP(1,1,3)(1)|, but
5n/6 − 2μ/3 − ν = R · D˘ · T = mL +mZ/3 +R ·Υ
>mL +mZ/3 + 7n/4 − ν − 5μ/3 −mL −mC,
which gives mC > 11n/12 −μ+mZ/3. We have −KX · α ◦ β(Z) = 5/6 and Z · E˘ = 2, but
4mZ/3 2mC + 2μ− 5n/6,
because Z · Υ  0. Thus, we have mZ > 3n/2, but mZ  n/2 by Remark 2.12.
Therefore, the curve Z is reducible. Then Q ∈ E˘ and Z = Z´ + Z`, where Z´ and Z` are irre-
ducible curves such that G · Z´ = G · Z` = −KU · β(Z`) = 0 and −KX · α ◦ β(Z´) = 7/12. Then
Z´2 = −4/3, Z`2 = C2 = −2, L2 = −3/2,
L ·C = Z´ ·C = Z´ · Z` = Z` ·C = 1, L · Z` = L · Z´ = 0
on the surface T . Put D˘|T = m¯CC + m¯LL + m¯ZZ´ + Φ , where m¯C , m¯L, m¯Z are non-negative
integers, and Φ is an effective cycle, whose support does not contain C, L and Z´. Then
R|T ·Φ multQ(Φ) > 7n/4 − ν − 5μ/3 −mL −mC,
and Φ · Z´  0. We have β∗(−KU)|T ·Φ  0. Thus, we see that
m¯C > 11n/12 −μ+ m¯Z/3, 4m¯Z/3 m¯C +μ− 5n/6, m¯C +μ 5/4 − m¯Z,
but this system of linear inequalities is inconsistent, which completes the proof. 
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2(11n/30 −μ/6 − ν/2) = H ·Ω multQ(Ω) > 7n/5 − ν −μ/3 −m,
which implies that m > 2n/3, which is impossible, because m  11n/15 − μ/2 and μ > n/5.
Put
D¯|
E˘
= m¯C +Υ,
where m¯ is a non-negative integer, and Υ is an effective cycle, whose support does not contain
the curve C. Then m¯ 5μ/2, because we have β(C) ∈ |OP(1,2,3)(2)| and the curve C is reduced,
where E ∼= P(1,2,3). Then m¯ 11n/12, because μ 11n/30.
The log pair (W, 1
n
D˘ + E˘ + G) is not log canonical at the point Q. Hence, the log pair(
E˘,C + ν +μ/3 − 2n/5
n
G|
E˘
+ 1
n
Υ
)
is not log canonical at the point Q by Theorem 7.5 in [9]. Then
5μ/3 − ν = (m¯C +Υ ) ·C = Υ ·C > 7n/5 − ν −μ/3,
because multQ(Υ |C) > 7n/5 − ν − μ/3 by Theorem 7.5 in [9]. Thus, we see that μ > 7n/10,
which is impossible, because μ 11n/30 < 7n/10. The assertion of Lemma 2.10 is proved.
5. Quadratic involutions
In this section we prove the assertion of Lemma 2.11. Let us use the assumptions and notation
of Lemma 2.11. Suppose that d = 2r +aj . To prove Lemma 2.11 we must derive a contradiction.
It follows from the equality d = 2r + aj that the threefold X can be given by the equation
x2i xj + xif (x0, x1, x2, x3, x4)+ g(x0, x1, x2, x3, x4) = 0 ⊂ Proj
(
C[x0, x1, x2, x3, x4]
)
,
where i 
= j , ai = r , wt(x0) = 1, wt(xk) = ak , f and g are quasihomogeneous polynomials that
do not depend on xi . Put a¯3 = a3+4−i , a¯4 = aiaj , d¯ = 2a¯4. Then there is a commutative diagram
U
σ
α
X
ξ
V P(1, a1, a2, a¯3, a¯4) χ P(1, a1, a2, a¯3),
where ξ and χ are projections, and σ is a birational morphism that contracts smooth irreducible
rational curves C1, . . . ,Cl such that V is a hypersurface in P(1, a1, a2, a¯3, a¯4) of degree d¯ with
terminal singularities, where l = aiaj (d − ai)∑4i=1 ai . Then −KX · α(Ck) = 1/ai .
Let M be the surface that is cut out on the threefold X by xj = 0, and M¯ be the proper
transform of M on the threefold U . Then M 
= D by Lemma 8.12 and Proposition 8.14 in [9].
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Proof. The divisor −KU is nef. The inequality μ−ajnK3X(r − a)a/(d − r) follows from
0−KU · M¯ · D¯ = −ajnK3X −μ(d − r)/
(
ar − a2),
and to conclude the proof we must show that −ajnK3X(r − a)a/(d − r)  n(d − r)/(raj ).
Suppose that −ajnK3X(r − a)a/(d − r) > n(d − r)/(raj ). Then
d − r
raj
< −ajK3X
(r − a)a
d − r =
daj (r − a)a
(d − r)a1a2a3a4 ,
but a1a2a3a4  aj r(r − a)a. Thus, we have (d − r)2 < d(d − 2r), which is a contradiction. 
We have E ∼= P(1, a, r − a), and |OP(1,a,r−a)(1)| consists of a single curve when a 
= 1.
Lemma 5.2. The inequality a 
= 1 holds.
Proof. Suppose that a = 1. Taking into account the possible values of (a1, a2, a3, a4), we see that
ג ∈ {6,7,8,9,12,13,16,15,17,20,25,26,30,36,31,41,47,54},
but we only consider the cases ג = 7 and ג = 36. The remaining 16 cases can be considered in a
similar way. So the reader can easily obtain a contradiction in these cases by himself.
Suppose that ג = 7. Then X is a hypersurface in P(1,1,2,2,3) of degree 8, which implies that
the point O is a singular point of type 13 (1,1,2). Let S be the unique surface in |−KU | that
contains the point P . Then S is an irreducible surface, which is smooth at the point P .
The singularities of U consists of singular points P0, P1, P2, P3 and P4 of type 12 (1,1,1)
such that P0 is a singular point of E. It follows from [2] that there is a commutative diagram
U
α
Yi
βi
ηi
X
ξi
P(1,1,2),
where ξi is a projection, βi is a blow of Pi with weights (1,1,1), and ηi is a morphism.
Suppose that P /∈⋃li=1 Ci . The proper transform of E on the threefold Yi is a section of ηi in
the case when i 
= 0. Hence, there is a surface H ∈ |−2KU | such that
2(2n/3 −μ/2) = D¯ ·H · S multP (D¯) > 4n/3 −μ,
which is a contradiction. So we may assume that P ∈ C1. Then −KX · α(C1) = 1/3.
Let Z1 be an irreducible curve such that M¯|S = C1 +Z1. Put L = E|S . Then
C21 = −2, Z21 = L2 = −3/2, C1 ·Z1 = L ·C1 = 1, L ·Z1 = 3/2
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integers, and Ω is an effective cycle, whose support does not contain C1, Z1 and L. Then
n− 3μ/2 + 3mZ/2 − 3mL/2 −mC = Z1 ·Ω  0,
3μ/2 − 3mZ/2 + 3mL/2 −mC = L ·Ω  0,
which implies that 3mZ/2 3(μ+mL)/2 +mC − n and 3(μ+mL)/2 3mZ/2 +mC . Then
4n/3 −μ−mL −mZ = (L+C1 +Z1) ·Ω multP (Ω) > 4n/3 −μ−mL −mC,
which gives mC >mZ and 4n/3 μ+mL +mZ . So we see that mZ  n/2 and mC  n/2.
Then it follows from Theorem 7.5 in [9] that the log pair(
S,C1 + m¯L +μ− n/3
n
L+ mZ
n
Z + 1
n
Ω
)
is not log canonical at P , because mC  n. So it follows from Theorem 7.5 in [9] that
C1 ·Ω multP (Ω|C1) > n−mL −μ+ n/3,
which implies that mC >mZ/2 + n/2, but mC  n/2. So the case ג = 7 is impossible.
Suppose that ג = 36. Then X is a general hypersurface in P(1,1,4,6,7) of degree 18,
and O is a singular point of type 17 (1,1,6). Arguing as in the case ג = 7, we see that
P /∈⋃li=1 Ci , which implies that we may assume that P ∈ C1. Put L = C1.
Let S be a surface in |−KU | such that P ∈ S. Then M¯|S = L + Z, where Z is an irreducible
curve. Put C = E|S . Then the intersection form of C, L, Z on S is given by
Z2 = C2 = −7/6, L2 = −2, Z ·L = C ·L = 1, Z ·C = 5/6,
and P is the intersection point of the curves L and C. Put
D¯|S = mLL+mCC +mZZ +Ω,
where mL, mC and mZ are a non-negative integers, and Ω is an effective cycle, whose support
does not contain the curves L, C, and Z.
It follows from the proof of Theorem 5.6.2 in [5] that we can find H ∈ |−s6KU | that has
multiplicity at least s > 0 at the point P , but does not contain components of Ω that pass through
the point P , where s is a natural number. Then
s6(3n/28 −μ/6 −mC/6 −mZ/6) = H |S ·Ω multP (Ω)s > (8n/7 −μ−mL −mC)s,
which implies that mL > n/2 +mZ , but mL  3n/4 by Remark 2.12. We have
3n/28 −μ/6 = −KU |S · (mLL+mCC +mZZ +Ω)−KU |S · (mLL+mCC +mZZ)
= mC +mZ ,6
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7μ/6 + 7mC/6 − 5mZ/6 −mL = Ω ·C > 8n/7 −μ−mL −mC,
which implies that 13(μ+mC)/6 > 8n/7 + 5mZ/6. The inequality Ω ·Z  0 implies that
2n/7 − 5μ/6 −mL − 5mC/6 + 7mZ/6 0,
which implies that 7mZ/6 5μ/6 +mL + 5mC/6 − 2n/7, but mZ  3n/8 by Remark 2.12.
It follows from Lemma 5.1 that 18n/77 μ> n/7. The inequalities obtained⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩
13(μ+mC)/6 > 8n/7 + 5mZ/6,
21n/48 7mZ/6 5μ/6 +mL + 5mC/6 − 2n/7,
mC +mZ  9n/14 −μ,
3n/4mL > n/2 +mZ,
18n/77 μ> n/7,
are inconsistent. So we have a contradiction. Thus, the case ג = 36 is impossible as well. 
Taking into account the possible values of the quadruple (a1, a2, a3, a4), we see that
ג ∈ {13,18,23,24,27,32,38,40,42,43,44,45,46,48,56,58,60,61,65,68,69,74,76,79}
by Lemmas 5.2. Let T be a general surface in |−KU |. Then T |E ∈ |OP(1,a,r−a)(1)|.
Lemma 5.3. The point P is contained in the surface T .
Proof. It follows from Lemmas 2.14 and 5.1 that P ∈ T unless ג ∈ {13,24}. Therefore, we may
assume that ג ∈ {13,24} and P /∈ T . Let us derive a contradiction.
Let L be the curve in |OP(1,a,r−a)(1)|. Then P /∈ L, because P /∈ T . Thus, there is a unique
smooth irreducible curve C in the linear system |OP(1,a,r−a)(a)| that contains the point P . Put
D¯|E = δC +Υ ≡ rμL,
where δ is a non-negative integer, and Υ is an effective cycle such that C 
⊂ Supp(Υ ).
Arguing as in the proof of Lemma 2.14, we see that δ  rμ/a. Then δ < n by Lemma 5.1.
It follows from Theorem 7.5 in [9] that (E, 1
n
D¯|E) is not log canonical at P , which implies
that the log pair (E,C + 1
n
Υ ) is not log canonical at P . It follows from Theorem 7.5 in [9] that
rμ/(r − a) (rμ− aδ)/(r − a) = C · Υ multP (Υ |C) > n,
which implies that μ n(r − a)/r , which is impossible by Lemma 5.1. 
It follows from [5] that T ∩E ∩⋃li=1 Ci 
= ∅ ⇔ ג ∈ {43,46,69,74,76,79}.
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Proof. Suppose that ג /∈ {13,24,32,43,46,56}. It follows from the proof of Theorem 5.6.2 in
[5] that there are s ∈ N and H ∈ |−sa1a¯3KU | such that multP (H) s, but H does not contain
components of the cycle D¯ · T passing through P that are different from the curves C1, . . . ,Cl .
We have ג ∈ {69,74,76,79} and P ∈⋃li=1 Ci , because otherwise we get a contradiction using
sa1a¯3
(
−nK3X −
μ
a(r − a)
)
= D¯ ·H · T multP (D¯)s > (n+ n/r −μ)s.
We may assume that P ∈ C1. Put D¯ ·T = mC1+Δ, where m is a non-negative integer number,
and Δ is an effective cycle, whose support does not contain the curve C1. Then it follows from
the proof of Theorem 5.6.2 in [5] that there is a surface R ∼ −sa1a¯3KU such that
sa1a¯3
(
−nK3X −
μ
a(r − a)
)
= R ·ΔmultP (Δ)s > (n+ n/r −μ−m)s,
where s ∈ N. The inequality obtained is impossible, because m−ainK3X by Remark 2.12.
Suppose that ג = 56. As in the previous case, there is H ∈ |−s24KU | such that
s24(n/22 −μ/24) = D¯ ·H · T multP (D¯)s > (12n/11 −μ)s,
where s is a natural number. Now we can easily obtain a contradiction with μ> n/r . 
Thus, to complete the proof of Lemma 2.11, we have to consider the cases ג = 13,24,32,
43,46 one-by-one. For the sake of simplicity, we only consider the cases ג = 13 and ג = 43,
because the remaining cases can be considered in a similar way.
Lemma 5.5. The inequality ג 
= 43 holds.
Proof. Suppose that ג = 43. Then X is a general hypersurface in P(1,2,3,5,9) of degree 20,
and O is a singular point of type 19 (1,4,5). The base locus of |−2KU | consists of two irreducible
curves C and L such that L = T ·E, and C is the curve among C1, . . . ,Cl such that C ∩L 
= ∅.
Suppose that P /∈ C. Then it follows from the proof of Theorem 5.6.2 in [5] that we can find
a surface H ∈ |−s20KU | that has multiplicity at least s > 0 at the point P and does not contain
components of D¯ · T that pass through P , where s is a natural number. Then
s20(n/18 −μ/20) = D¯ ·H · T multP (D¯)s > (10n/9 −μ)s,
which implies that μ< n/9, but μ> n/10.
We see that P ∈ C. Then M¯ contains C and L. Put
D¯|M¯ = m1L+m2C +Δ,
where m1 and m2 are non-negative integers, and Δ is an effective cycle, whose support does not
contain L and C. Then m2  n by Remark 2.12, because α∗(−KX) ·C = 1/9.
The surface M¯ is smooth at P . So it follows from Theorem 7.5 in [9] that the log pair
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M¯,
1
n
D¯|M¯ + (μ/n− 1/9)E|M¯
)
is not log canonical in a neighborhood of the point P , but E|M¯ = L+Z, where Z is an irreducible
curve that does not pass through the point P . Therefore, the singularities of the log pair
(
M¯, (m1/n+μ/n− 1/9)L+C + 1
n
Δ
)
are not log canonical at the point P . So it follows from Theorem 7.5 in [9] that
n/9 −μ−m1 +m2 = Δ ·C multP (Δ|C) > n−m1 −μ+ n/9,
because C2 = −1 and C ·L = 1 on M¯ . Thus, we have m2 > n, which is a contradiction. 
Suppose that ג = 13. Then r = 5 by Lemma 5.2. The base locus of the pencil |−KU | consists
of two curves C¯ and L¯ such that C¯ = E|T , and α(L¯) is the base curve of |−KX|. Then
C¯2 = L¯2 = −5/6, L¯ · C¯ = 1
on the surface T . Put D¯|T = m¯LL¯ + m¯CC¯ + Υ , where m¯L and m¯C are non-negative integers,
and Υ is an effective cycle, whose support does not contain L¯ and C¯. Then
11n/5 − 11μ/6 = (6L+ 5C) · (m¯LL¯+ m¯CC¯ +Υ ) = 11m¯C/6 + (6L+ 5C) ·Υ  11m¯C/6,
which implies that m¯C  6n/5 −μ. Thus, we have m¯C < n, because μ> n/5.
Suppose that P /∈ L¯. Then it follows from Theorem 7.5 in [9] that the log pair
(
S, C¯ + m¯L
n
L+ 1
n
Υ
)
is not log canonical in the neighborhood of the point P , because m¯C +μ− n/5 n, which im-
plies that the inequality multP (Υ |C¯ ) > n holds by Theorem 7.5 in [9]. Hence, we have
5μ/6 + 5m¯C/6 5μ/6 − m¯L + 5m¯C/6 = Υ · C¯ > n,
which is impossible, because m¯C  6/5 −μ. Thus, we see that P = L¯∩ C¯.
Put D¯|M¯ = mL¯ + Ω , where m is a non-negative integer, and Ω is an effective cycle, whose
support does not contain L¯. Then L2 = 1/6 on the surface M¯ . But m n by Remark 2.12.
Arguing as in the case P /∈ L¯ we see that multP (Ω|L¯) > n by Theorem 7.5 in [9], and
11n/30 −μ = D¯ · L¯ = m/6 +Ω · L¯ > m/6 + n,
which implies that m< 0. So we have a contradiction, which completes the proof of Lemma 2.11.
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Let X be an arbitrary Fano variety with terminal Q-factorial singularities of Picard rank one,
and Γ be a subgroup of the group Bir(X).
Definition 6.1. The subgroup Γ ⊂ Bir(X) untwists all maximal singularities if for every linear
systemM on the variety X that has no fixed components there is ξ ∈ Γ such that the singularities
of the log pair (X,λξ(M)) are canonical, where λ ∈ Q such that KX + λ ξ(M) ≡ 0.
It is well known that the group Bir(X) is generated by the subgroups Γ and Aut(X) in the case
when the subgroup Γ untwists all maximal singularities (see [1]).
Definition 6.2. The variety X is birationally superrigid4 (rigid, respectively) if the trivial sub-
group (the whole group Bir(X), respectively) untwists all maximal singularities.
The birational rigidity of X implies that there is no dominant rational map ρ :X  Y such
that dim(Y ) 1, and sufficiently general fiber of the map ρ is rationally connected (see [1]).
Example 6.3. It follows from [12] that the variety X is birationally superrigid and lct(X) = 1 in
the case when X is one of the following smooth Fano varieties:
• a general hypersurface in Pr of degree r  6;
• a general hypersurface in P(1m+1,m) of degree 2m 6.
Definition 6.4. The subgroup Γ universally untwists all maximal singularities if for every vari-
ety U , and every linear system M on the variety X × U that does not have fixed components,
there is a birational automorphism ξ ∈ Γ such that the log pair
(
F,λξ(M)|F
)
has at most canonical singularities, where F is a sufficiently general fiber of the natural projec-
tion X ×U → U , and λ is a positive rational number such that KF + λ ξ(M)|F ≡ 0.
Let X1, . . . ,Xr be Fano varieties of Picard rank 1 with terminal Q-factorial singularities. Put
Ui = X1 × · · · ×Xi−1 × X̂i ×Xi+1 × · · · ×Xr
and V = X1 × · · · ×Xr . Let πi :V → Ui be a natural projection.
For every i ∈ {1, . . . , r}, suppose that lct(Xi) 1, and there is a subgroup Γi ⊂ Bir(Xi) that
universally untwists all maximal singularities. Then the following result holds.5
Theorem 6.5. The variety X1 × · · · ×Xr is non-rational, and
4 There are several similar definitions of birational superrigidity and birational rigidity (see [1,5]).
5 The assertion of Theorem 6.5 is proved in [12] for smooth birationally superrigid Fano varieties.
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〈
r∏
i=1
Γi, Aut(X1 × · · · ×Xr)
〉
,
for any dominant rational map ρ :X1 × · · · × Xr  Y whose general fiber is rationally con-
nected, there is a commutative diagram
X1 × · · · ×Xr
π
σ
X1 × · · · ×Xr
ρ
Xi1 × · · · ×Xik
ξ
Y,
where ξ and σ are birational maps, and π is a projection for some {i1, . . . , ik} ⊆ {1, . . . , r}.
It is well known that Theorem 6.5 is implied by the following technical result (see [12]).
Proposition 6.6. For every linear systemM on the variety V such that
• the linear systemM does not have fixed components,
• the linear systemM does not lie in the fibers of the projections π1, . . . , πr ,
there are k ∈ {1, . . . , r}, birational map ξ ∈∏ri=1 Γi and a positive rational number μ such that
• the inequality κ(V,μξ(M)) 0 holds,6
• the equivalence KV +μ ξ(M) ≡ π∗k (D) holds for some nef Q-divisor D on Uk .
Proof. Let Fi be a sufficiently general fiber of πi . The subgroups Γ1, . . . ,Γr universally untwist
all maximal singularities for every i = 1, . . . , r . So there is ξ ∈∏ri=1 Γi such that the log pairs(
F1,μ1ξ(M)|F1
)
, . . . ,
(
Fr,μrξ(M)|Fr
)
are canonical, where μi is a rational number such that
KV +μi ξ(M) ≡ π∗i (Di),
where Di is a Q-divisor on Ui . Then there is m ∈ {1, . . . , r} such that Dm is nef.
Now arguing as in the proof of Theorem 1 in [12], we see that κ(V,μkξ(M)) 0. 
Let X be a general quasismooth hypersurface in P(1, a1, a2, a3, a4) of degree
∑4
i=1 ai with
terminal singularities, where a1  a2  a3  a4. Then X is a Fano threefold, whose divisor class
group is generated by −KX . The possible values of (a1, a2, a3, a4) are given in Table 5 in [7].
There are finitely many non-biregular birational involutions τ1, . . . , τk ∈ Bir(X) explic-
itly constructed in [5] such that the following result holds (see [5]).
6 The number κ(V,μξ(M)) is a Kodaira dimension of the movable log pair (V ,μξ(M)) (see [1]).
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Hence, the following two examples follow from [3,10,12] and Theorems 1.3, 6.5, 6.7.
Example 6.8. Let X be a general hypersurface in P(1,1,4,5,10) of degree 20, and U be a gen-
eral hypersurface in P(1n+1, n) of degree 2n 6. Then Bir(X ×U) ∼= (Z2 ∗ Z2)⊕ Z2.
Example 6.9. Let X be a general hypersurface in P(1,1,2,3,3) of degree 9, and U be a general
hypersurface in Pr of degree r  6. Then
Bir(X ×U) ∼= 〈a, b, c ∣∣ a2 = b2 = c2 = (abc)2 = 1〉.
It follows from [5] that Aut(X) 
= Bir(X) for exactly 45 values of (a1, a2, a3, a4).
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